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 Abstract. The article describes problems of political nations arising in specific 

conditions of post-Soviet transformation. The article identifies role of national idea and 

civil society in this process,  analyzes  positive and negative aspects of its realization. 

 Definition of political nation is justified as a specific phenomenon of political 

situation in a society where there is a need to overcome major differences between 

various population groups and political forces in accordance with respective nationality, 

mentality, domestic and foreign policy. Nowadays in all newly independent countries 

there is a need to form political nations. The only exception, as foreign experts say, is 

Armenia which has a high level of ethno-confessional and mental population‟s unity 

with joint national idea in defending the rights to the territory of Nagornyj Karabakh. 

 It would be difficult to claim about possibility of such nation formation in 

Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan with their different but still high level of 

authoritarianism. These countries would be able to solve this issue after substantial 

democratization of public life. Limitations of democratic basis also prevent arising of a 

political nation in Belorus, but in this country there is a possibility of no need to create a 

nationhood due to rise of civil society. With high economic dynamics, specific 

mentality, population traditions and dominance of native population, there could be 

different degree of the need to form such nation in Azerbaijan. Kyrgyzstan‟s experience 

before the „tulip revolution‟ showed that forcing the democratic foundations leads to the 

opposite result. High need to form such nation is now in Moldova but  this could be 

possible just after achieving consensus on foreign policy issues. 

 Transit to political nation  is very important in such multinational and 

multiconfessional countries as Russia and Kazakhstan. In these countries the authorities 

carry out activities to expand democratic foundations of public life but they are mostly 

imitative. 

 Experience of other CIS countries has a huge importance for Ukraine, firstly for 

defining common causes of difficult transition to a political nation formation. This 

experience underlines the necessity of evolutionary path of strengthening the democratic 

foundations of social development, providing consensus of political forces, building the 

civil society. 
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PROBLEMS ON THE WAY OF BECOMING THE POLITICAL NATION 

 IN UKRAINE 

 

Abstract. Becoming  of political nation as multiethnic community united by 

common  interests and aspirations of citizens of Ukraine  is an important pre-condition 

for consolidation of  Ukrainian society based on preservation of identity of all nations 

and nationalities, their development within the multination state. There is also need of 
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